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Propaganda, Patriotism, and News: 
Printing Discovered and Intercepted Letters In England, 1571–1600 
 
GARY SCHNEIDER 
University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley 
 
 
Abstract: In this article I propose that the relatively few intercepted and discovered letters 
printed during the reign of Elizabeth I fall chiefly into three categories: they were published 
as propaganda, as patriotic statement, and as news reportage. Although Elizabeth and her 
ministers published intercepted and discovered letters on a strictly ad hoc and contingent 
basis, the pamphlets and books in which these letters appear, along with associated ideo-
logical and polemical material, reveals determined uses of intercepted and discovered let-
ters in print. Catholics likewise printed intercepted letters as propaganda to confront Eliz-
abeth’s anti-Catholic policies through their own propaganda apparatus on the continent. 
Intercepted letters were also printed less frequently to encourage religious and state patri-
otism, while other intercepted letters were printed solely as new reportage with no overt 
ideological intent. Because intercepted and discovered letters, as bearers of secret infor-
mation, were understood to reveal sincere intention and genuine motivation, all of the pub-
lications assessed here demonstrate that such letters not only could be used as effective 
tools to shape cultural perceptions, but could also be cast as persuasive written testimony, 
as legal proof and as documentary authentication. 
 
 
he years of the English civil wars are the ones usually associated with the printing of inter-
cepted and discovered letters. The reign of Queen Elizabeth I, however, also witnessed the 
publication of intercepted and discovered letters, published as self-standing collections, and em-
bedded in books and pamphlets.1 Although the number of publications containing intercepted and 
discovered letters was comparatively small, such letters were published with specific, well defined 
motivations during this period.2 In this paper, I contend that the intercepted and discovered letters 
printed during this time fall into three categories: propaganda, patriotic statement, and news re-
portage.3 Of these three groupings, intercepted and discovered letters—printed along with associ-
ated content clearly ideological in nature—were most often published for propagandistic aims by 
governments and official institutions. Other intercepted letters not printed under governmental or 
institutional auspices were published for purposes of nationalism or patriotism; hence, I use the 
term propaganda in this paper expressly to identify material printed by a government or institution 
whose interests were served by that material, and not to publication by those who were not re-
sponding directly to official fiat. Still other intercepted letters, including the largest self-standing 
collections of intercepted letters printed during the period, were published in the interests of news 
(and, of course, profit) and whose printing had no direct or explicit propagandistic motive. I hope 
to demonstrate that those who published any sort of intercepted or discovered letter grasped a 
crucial feature of correspondence designated as such: that the fact of interception and discovery 
promised access to the genuine thoughts, motives, and characters of the letter writers, revealing 
their treachery, duplicity, and malicious intentions in the process; in doing so, these letters 
T 
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provided unique written testimony that was exploited both as legal proof and as documentary au-
thentication. During the years of Elizabeth’s reign, these features of intercepted and discovered 
correspondence were developed both to advance ideological orthodoxy and to offer compelling 
news. In short, intercepted and discovered letters were printed well before the press was set loose 
in 1641, and analysis of these texts—most of which have been little studied—deepen understand-
ing of the practices of Elizabethan print culture. 
Letters in general, by contrast, were printed with much more regularity during this period. 
These include the “copy of a letter” type frequently published in and as news pamphlets.4 Inter-
cepted and discovered letters are another matter. To be clear, the intercepted and discovered letters 
I analyze here are letters printed at large. Intercepted letters were sometimes mentioned in news 
pamphlets, usually identified as the sources of particular pieces of news or else summarized 
broadly. A news report, for instance, might source a news item as having “beene lately seene by 
sundry Letters intercepted.”5 Thomas Digges in his Briefe Report of the Militarie Services Done 
in the Low Countries by the Erle of Leicester (1587 / 7285.2) refers twice to intercepted letters as 
sources of his report, yet he prints none. Verbatim publication of intercepted and discovered letters 
was much rarer.6 
The interception of letters could be managed in a number of ways, but (outside of random 
muggings of mail carriers) these required a postal infrastructure and considerable human resources 
to accomplish. The postal system in England was designed during the reign of Henry VIII to serve 
the government, and Elizabeth tightened official control of the postal system in 1585 and 1591—
including the authority to detain bearers supposed of carrying suspicious letters and oversight over 
all packets going to the continent.7 The Privy Council opened letters going to and coming from 
abroad, and government spies and agents on the continent arranged ad hoc thefts of letters or bribed 
administrators in order to intercept letters.8 Privy Councilor Francis Walsingham was foremost in 
leading these endeavors.9 
Official control of the post suggests that any intercepted letter that saw print in England 
must have come from the raw material received by Elizabeth’s government: either those seized by 
her own officers or those taken by foreign agents, organizations, or governments and sent along to 
members of the Privy Council. In other words, unless the English government wanted an inter-
cepted letter printed, it was not printed. However, printers and publishers also accessed foreign 
news reports, printed or handwritten, from which they derived or translated material for publica-
tion in England; as Joad Raymond makes clear, many news pamphlets of the 1580s and 1590s are 
in fact translations of Dutch and French content.10 These included letters. It is no surprise, there-
fore, that those “copy of a letter” publications, as well as references to intercepted letters in news 
pamphlets, are almost entirely foreign letters (of state) written—when the names of any letter writ-
ers are given—by European military, religious, and political leaders. In any case, despite the fact 
that English printers and publishers had access to foreign content, any letters, intercepted or oth-
erwise, that publishers and printers wished to print would still have been subject to licensing by 






When Elizabeth’s government printed intercepted and discovered letters, it was always for a spe-
cific purpose and in response to a specific context—rather than as general or broadcast propaganda; 
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she and her ministers sanctioned such letters for the press as propaganda sparingly, yet demon-
strated an awareness of the effectiveness of epistolary propaganda to shape cultural perceptions 
and to manipulate political and religious attitudes. The same holds true for Catholic writers and 
polemists, who printed intercepted letters as propaganda in English to confront Elizabeth’s anti-
Catholic policies through their own formidable propaganda machinery on the continent. 
The earliest letters of this sort printed by the English government as propaganda are well 
known: the casket letters of Mary, Queen of Scots.11 Mary’s casket letters have been discussed at 
great length in prior scholarship but a more penetrating focus on how the printing of the letters 
was maneuvered, how the reception of the letters was shaped to position the letters as propaganda, 
illuminates the distinctive uses of discovered letters in print. Of special consequence is to deter-
mine why four years passed after the casket letters were initially discovered for the eight letters to 
see print. 
A casket discovered on June 20, 1567, in the castle of Edinburgh was said to have been left 
behind by James Hepburn, 4th Earl of Bothwell, when he fled Scotland; in the casket were letters 
supposedly from Mary to Bothwell incriminating her in the murder of her husband, Henry Stuart, 
Lord Darnley. The letters were discussed during a December 1567 session of the Scottish Parlia-
ment, and were the subject of additional discussion during the York and Westminster conferences 
of October 1568 and January 1569, organized to determine Mary’s guilt; during this time the ex-
istence of the letters was kept secret from the public at large.12 While the case against Mary went 
unresolved, she was to remain a prisoner of the crown in England with James Stewart, 1st Earl of 
Moray, continuing as regent to the young King James VI, Mary having abdicated in July 1567. 
Both outcomes were those desired by Queen Elizabeth.13 
The casket letters were therefore not printed at this time because it served no purpose to 
print them, as Elizabeth’s objectives had been achieved.14 However, in October 1571 three of the 
most incriminating of the casket letters were printed in Latin, along with substantial marginalia, 
near the end of George Buchanan’s De Maria Scotorum Regina (1571 / 3978), originally written 
by Buchanan to accompany the presentation of the casket letters at the York and Westminster 
conferences.15 The book consists chiefly of the “Detectio,” an “Actio contra Mariam Scotorum 
Reginam,” and three casket letters. The “Actio”—which was meant to suggest a legal action in the 
form of an indictment—was in fact composed by Thomas Wilson, although he is not identified, as 
the entire book was assumed to be by Buchanan.16 The book was translated into anglicized Scots 
roughly a month later by Wilson as Ane Detectioun of the Duinges of Marie Quene of Scottes 
(1571 / 3981) including all eight casket letters. It was also translated into Scots as Ane Detectioun 
of the Doingis of Marie Quene of Scottis and published at Saint Andrews by Robert Lekprevik 
early in 1572 (3982) also with all eight letters. These last two publications give the first few lines 
of each letter in French with a complete translation following. Other editions immediately fol-
lowed. None of the versions but Lekprevik’s indicates its place of publication or offers a pub-
lisher’s imprint (I will henceforth refer to all versions as Detection). The collective force of these 
publications was to make clear that they derived from Scotland—particularly from Buchanan—
and not from England or Elizabeth’s government.17 John Guy suggests that William Cecil, 1st 
Baron Burghley, arranged for printing without Elizabeth’s knowledge.18 
The publication of Detection and the four-year-old casket letters it contained was in fact 
the direct result of the discovery of the Ridolfi Plot of 1571 in which Mary was implicated. Thomas 
Howard, 4th Duke of Norfolk, potential husband of Mary, was also incriminated. After discovery 
of the plot and Norfolk’s arrest in September 1571, Elizabeth’s government authorized publication 
of the various editions of Detection beginning in October, all of which included Mary’s casket 
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letters, to condemn Norfolk’s intention to put this fickle, deceitful, and notorious individual (as 
Mary is portrayed in Detection) on the English throne.19 The casket letters served as ideal docu-
mentary evidence to define Mary as such. Of course, the publication of the casket letters in Detec-
tion was part of a larger propaganda campaign against Mary, undertaken without the appearance 
of Elizabeth’s involvement as Elizabeth took no official action to attaint and try Mary, a fellow 
monarch.20 However, the principle of Detection and propaganda similar to it was “to concentrate 
on the reputed immorality of her personal character … to render Mary totally unacceptable as a 
queen in the eyes of God and man.”21 A response of precisely this sort was in fact articulated by 
Norfolk, Ralph Sadler, and Thomas Radcliffe, 3rd Earl of Sussex, writing to Elizabeth on October 
11, 1568, upon first viewing the casket letters: “The said lettres and ballades do discover suche 
inordinate [“and filthie” scored out] love betwene her and Bothaill, her loothesomnes and abhor-
ringe of her husband that was murdered, in suche sorte, as every good and godlie man cannot but 
detest and abhorre the same.”22 When Detection came out it offered similar characterizations.23 
The casket letters were therefore meant to work within a complex of condemnatory evidence to 
serve as documentary, now widely public proof (Alison Weir calls the various editions of Detec-
tion “bestsellers”) of Mary’s behavior.24 As A. E. MacRobert summarizes, “The English govern-
ment believed that Mary was involved in Norfolk’s plotting, and it was therefore opportune to 
besmirch her reputation through the publication of George Buchanan’s Detection and the Casket 
Letters.”25 The publication regime centring on the letters was intended to characterize Mary as an 
unappealing defender of Catholicism, both in England and on the continent.26 
The strategy of printing the letters to condemn Mary was both characterological and foren-
sic. That is, the letters were framed both as testaments of character and as documentary proof. 
Apologists for Mary were, in turn, compelled to defend her character and criticize the evidence. 
Detection makes clear that what Mary wrote in the letters demonstrates personality and disposition: 
“Call to minde that part of hir letters to Bothwell quhairin sche maketh hir selfe Medea, that is, a 
woman that nouther in love nor in hatrit can kepe any meane”; Mary “partly compareth hir selfe 
with Medea a bludy woman and a poysoning witch.”27 At the same time the Detection contains 
repeated references to the letters as supporting evidence of the claims made elsewhere in the book: 
“hir awin testimonie, by hir awin letters it must neidis be confessit”; and, more emphatically, “Read 
her awin letter, her letter (I say) written with her awin hand.”28 In the anonymous The Copie of a 
Letter Written by One in London to His Frend Concernyng … the Doynges of the Ladie Marie of 
Scotland (1572 / 17565), which serves as a supporting publication to Detection, the author en-
dorses the forensic significance of the letters, observing that the letters “are not counterfait but her 
owne [demonstrated by] … the most autentike testimonie of the three estates of Scotland assem-
bled in parliame[n]t.”29 To defend against the condemnation of Mary by these tactics, John Lesley 
in The Copie of a Letter Writen Out of Scotland by an English Gentlema[n] … of the Slaunderous 
and Infamous Reportes Made of the Queene of Scotland (Louvain, 1572 / 15503) is therefore 
obliged to shield Mary from both forensic attacks and character assassination. Lesley wonders, 
“Can any wise man thinke it likely, that the Queene having alwaies shewed herself so modest, so 
circumspecte and wise, wold write any such letter with her owne hande?” to counter the proposi-
tion that Mary would compose any letters of the sort.30 Lesley also makes clear that the casket 
letters are simply no sound legal evidence, writing that one of the damning letters “beareth no date, 
no subscriptio[n], no superscription, no seale, no[t] one word in it of co[m]mandme[n]t to co[m]mit 
the vile murder” to counteract the emphasis Detection and Copie of a Letter put on the forensic 
value of the letters.31 Indeed, in referring to the casket letters before they were printed en masse in 
1571, Lesley writes of them in A Defence of … Marie Quene of Scotlande (Rheims, 1569 / 15505) 
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that they “are not able anywise to make a lawfull presumption[n]: much lesse anie good & 
sustantiall prouf.”32 Whereas those defending Mary defined the discovered letters as unconvincing 
proof, those reviling Mary defined the letters—precisely because they were discovered—as com-
pelling evidence of genuine character, sincere thoughts, and unadulterated motives; both the accu-
sations and defenses of Mary increased markedly subsequent to the publication of the letters, as 
they constituted key evidence on which the arguments of each side turned. 
A similar propagandistic purpose marks the publication of the anonymous A Defence of 
the Honorable Sentence and Execution of the Queene of Scots (1587 / 17566.3). It contains an 
“appendix” that includes the letter Anthony Babington wrote to Mary of the plot to assassinate 
Elizabeth, as well as Mary’s response in which she acquiesces to the scheme: letters used in part 
to convict Mary of treason. This is the first—and only—printing of these two letters in England 
during the sixteenth century.33 The letters were published well after Mary’s trial but only shortly 
after Mary’s secret execution on February 8, 1587. 
Unknown to Mary and her correspondents, Walsingham had constructed a channel of “se-
cret” communication over which he had complete surveillance.34 These two letters may be consid-
ered as intercepted if we deem Walsingham’s intervention into a conduit of apparently surrepti-
tious exchange to constitute interception; Raphael Holinshed indeed calls them “surprised” letters 
and Thomas Phelippes refers to them as “letters intercepted.”35 The two letters were among the 
evidence presented to Mary by the commission at Fotheringhay Castle during October 14 and 15, 
1586; were read during the crown’s presentation of the evidence in the Star Chamber on October 
25; and were read in Parliament on November 9.36 Although authorship of the pamphlet is uncer-
tain, there is evidence to suggest it is by Thomas Martin, doctor of civil law.37 
The book appears to have been hurriedly put together—is even unfinished—and some 
sheets exist in different states; indeed, Defence has been the subject of some speculation due to its 
textual and licensing irregularities. The book was registered to John Windet on February 11, 1587, 
under the title “An Analogie or resemblance between Johane, Queene of Naples, and Marye, 
Queene of Scotland,” but it was ultimately published as Defence of the Honorable Sentence and 
Execution of the Queene of Scots with its first chapter dedicated to “An Analogie or resemblance 
betweene Jone queene of Naples and Marie queene of Scotland.”38 John Payne Collier notes that 
the last eleven leaves of the book, which contain the two letters, were an “after-thought,” as he 
puts it, and claims that the “book was put together in great haste.”39 Besides the two letters, the 
last group of signatures also contains a letter from Mary to Bernardino de Mendoza, former Span-
ish ambassador; the affirmation of one of Mary’s secretaries, Claude Nau, of the queen’s method 
of letter writing; two summaries of the principal points of each of the two incriminating letters by 
another of Mary’s secretaries, Gilbert Curle; and extensive marginal annotations on the three let-
ters.  
Cyndia Clegg has also commented on this book, recognizing in addition that a transcript 
of the book is in the British Library (Additional Manuscript 48027). It is in the hand of Robert 
Beale, clerk of the Privy Council, and includes Beale’s notation that the book was authored by 
Thomas Martin and that it was suppressed by John Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury.40 Clegg, 
however, believes it is unlikely that Defence was a target of suppression; what is more likely is 
that the printing of “An Analogie” was “stayed until the government could arrange damage con-
trol” after Mary’s execution.41 Recall that “An Analogie” was licensed on February 11, three days 
after the execution of Mary; however, the execution did not become public knowledge until 18 or 
20 days later.42 “An Analogie” therefore appears to have been stayed and reconfigured in the 
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meantime in order to prepare domestic and international perceptions of Mary’s execution—spe-
cifically to portray an image of law upheld and justice served. 
  Burghley was likely directly behind organizing the revision of “An Analogie.” A document 
he prepared entitled “The state of the cause, as it ought to be conceived and reported, concerning 
the execution done upon the Queen of Scots” bears a date of February 17.43  In referring to Mary’s 
execution in this document, Burghley writes of it as “to cause execution of justice to be done upon 
the said Queen of Scots” (my italics).44 It is quite possible that Defence was quickly put together 
around the time of Burghley’s unfinished memo. Furthermore, in a way similar to how “An Anal-
ogie” was reconfigured as Defence, sale of the second 1587 edition of Holinshed’s Chronicles was 
halted by a February 1, 1587, order of the Privy Council to the archbishop of Canterbury so that 
the book might be revised.45 One of the principal reasons, as Clegg argues, was that certain com-
ponents of the 1587 Chronicles’ narrative of the Babington Plot did not represent the image of law 
and justice that the Elizabethan government sought to present; the Babington conspirators, there-
fore, were to be portrayed as “traitors under the statutory civil law” and not as victims of a 
Protestant nation’s vindictive zeal.46 The 1587 Chronicles does not quote the two incriminating 
letters but offers summaries of them, indicating that “the originals themselves [are] extant and 
surprised.”47 
Defence is headed by the legend on the title page, “The execution of Lawe, is injurious to 
no man.” It also contains a chapter on precedents from civil and canon law in justification of 
Mary’s execution. This is how the letters were framed to fit into the discourse: as indisputable 
legal documents acting as evidence of Mary’s guilt. The letters were among the evidence presented 
during Mary’s trial at Fotheringhay, during the Star Chamber proceedings, and in Parliament; and 
the “appendix” of Defence includes other forensic material besides the letters. In short, the inter-
cepted letters play a part in defending the justice of the execution of Mary by emphasizing the 
cogency of the evidence and the legality of her sentence. Yet if the principal purpose of printing 
the letters was for forensic documentation, it unclear why the letters were not printed earlier, after 
Mary’s trial, before her execution or, indeed, after Elizabeth signed the proclamation of sentence 
on December 4, 1586, upon which several publications commending the justice of the sentence 
and many anti-Mary attacks were printed.48 The letters had in fact come out in summarized form 
in Holinshed’s Chronicles in late January, before Mary’s execution, and the existence of the inter-
cepted letters themselves appears to have been well known. Robert Cecil’s official compilation 
The Copie of a Letter to the Right Honourable the Earle of Leycester (1586 / 6052) was printed 
around the same time as the publication of the proclamation of sentence. It contains parliamentary 
speeches by Lord Chancellor Thomas Bromley and Speaker John Puckering encouraging the exe-
cution of Mary as well as Elizabeth’s cagey responses. A summary of Puckering’s second speech 
in Copie of a Letter refers to reasons for executing Mary “collected out of her owne letters.”49 In 
full, Puckering had said, “And after in her letters of these treasons to Babington, wrote, ‘That if 
she [Mary] were discovered, it would give sufficient cause to you [Elizabeth] to keep her in con-
tinual close Prison’”—paraphrasing from part of Mary’s incriminating letter to Babington that in 
turn reads, “it were sufficient cause geven to that Queene in catching me againe, to inclose mee 
for ever in some hole, forth of the which I should never escape.”50 In short, the intercepted letters 
used to convict Mary were publicly acknowledged, intended to emphasize the justice of the sen-
tence and to encourage Elizabeth to order Mary’s execution. 
However, printing the letters in advance of the execution would have allowed the precise 
wording to be scrutinized and hence open them to challenge. Mary at her trial had said “That it 
was an easy matter to counterfeit the Ciphers and Characters of others,” that “many things have 
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often been inserted, which she never dictated,” and in doing so she introduces reasonable doubt.51 
Mary’s original letter was in fact tampered with—a postscript was inserted by decipherer Thomas 
Phelippes—so any challenges, particularly to Mary’s letter, might call into question the legitimacy 
of the evidence against her. Walsingham himself was concerned about the suspicions the forged 
postscript had aroused: “I feare the addytyon of the postscrypt hathe bread the ielousie,” he wrote 
to Phelippes.52 The postscript is indeed absent from the letter as printed in Defence. Perhaps this 
is also why the summarized letters in Holinshed’s 1587 Chronicles were acceptable and not sub-
jected to censorship (and also did not refer to the postscript); in fact, despite the existence of a 
number of contemporary manuscript copies, publication of the letters in their entirety appears to 
have been tightly controlled by the government.53 After Mary’s execution, the legitimacy of the 
letters was indeed questioned, for instance, in Mariae Stuartae Scotorum Reginae (Cologne, 1587): 
“they have given out some treasonous letters, conceived between the queen and Babington; it is 
easily done, for either death or condemnation.”54 
Since Mary’s casket letters had already been printed as propaganda against her, the impro-
priety of a monarch’s personal correspondence in print does not seem to pertain in the case of her 
letter to Babington. The arcana imperii rationale likewise is not fit since events were well publi-
cized after the proclamation of sentence; and, like the casket letters, Babington and Mary’s letters 
do not contain sensitive political matter. The propagandistic use of her letter to Babington indeed 
resembles that of the casket letters: the casket letters were intended to aid in convicting the duke 
of Norfolk and to disparage Mary in the public eye by framing them as legal and documentary 
evidence, while the intercepted letters of Babington and Mary were printed under governmental 
auspices after her execution to lawfully justify it. Both are propagandistic motivations, but one 
was accomplished before the fact, the other after the fact. 
A rather different species of intercepted letter publication appeared six years later as A 
Discoverie of the Unnaturall and Traiterous Conspiracie of Scottisch Papists … Whereunto Are 
Annexed Certaine Intercepted Letters … Printed and Publisched at the Special Command of the 
Kings Majestie (Edinburgh, 1593 / 14937). It contains nine letters prefaced by Presbyterian min-
ister John Davidson. The book’s immediate circumstance of publication was the discovery of the 
“Spanish Blanks” plot in late 1592 and early 1593 by way of letters intercepted by Elizabeth’s 
government, taken on George Ker.55 Among the intercepted letters published are a letter from John 
Cecil to Robert Persons and a letter each from William Douglas, 10th Earl of Angus; James Gor-
don; and Robert Abercrombie to Jesuit William Creighton. Included also in the book are five letters 
that had also been intercepted by Elizabeth’s government in early 1589: 1) a group letter from 
three Catholic Scottish nobles, George Gordon, 6th Earl of Huntley; John Maxwell, 8th Lord Max-
well (styled earl of Morton); and Claud Hamilton, 1st Lord Paisley to King Philip II of Spain; 2) 
a letter from Huntley to Alessandro Farnese, duke of Parma; 3) a letter from Francis Hay, 9th Earl 
of Erroll, to Parma; 4) a letter from Robert Bruce to Francis Aguirre; and 5) a letter from Bruce to 
Parma.56 The 1592 blanks themselves consisted of blank papers signed by Huntley, Erroll, and 
Angus to be filled in afterward by an intermediary as pledges to King Philip once terms were 
agreed upon.57 Davidson, in his preface to the pamphlet, refers to the order “by the Kings Majestie 
and his honourable Counsaill, that … some of the most remarkable letters of the practisers, … 
quhilkis wer intercepted with Maister George Ker … shall appeare, and so the whole togither to 
be imprinted, and set foorth unto the viewe of the world, to the glory of Gods Majestie (the onely 
revealer of these secreits) to the comfort & edification of his kirk, & the perpetual detectio[n] & 
shame of the unnatural enemie.”58 However, it was not King James VI of Scotland who directly 
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ordered the publication of these letters, as the title page and Davidson’s preface suggest; indeed, 
James may have known of this scheme for Spain to invade Scotland and convert it to Catholicism.59 
James was presented with the first set of intercepted letters in February 1589, letters de-
scribed by contemporary historian David Calderwood as “tending to the overthrow of religioun, 
and bringing in of Spanish forces to that effect,” in which the earls promised their aid to King 
Philip.60 James temporized. Huntley was briefly imprisoned, but otherwise no action was taken 
against the offenders despite the encouragement to action Elizabeth expressed in a letter accom-
panying the packet of intercepted correspondence.61 Roughly four years later other papers were 
intercepted, those taken on George Ker, outlining an invasion of Scotland by Spain with the con-
nivance of the northern earls.62 As in 1589, James acted equivocally, unwilling to side decisively 
with any faction. While James was loath to act against the earls, he was pressured by the Kirk as 
well as by England; he took measures against Catholics during the Raid of Aberdeen, but the min-
isters of the Kirk demanded tougher action.63 Robert Bowes, England’s ambassador to Scotland, 
writes to Burghley of his “allegations [to King James] that untimely favour was showed towards 
the rebels and Papists, whereby the due execution of the course promised has not been sufficiently 
observed.”64 The publication of Discoverie was therefore among James’s concessions to the Kirk 
and a response to pressure from England. Indeed, the order for the publication of the book itself 
appears to have come directly from the ministers of the Kirk with Davidson put in charge of pre-
paring the preface: “Mr Johne [Davidson] was acquaint with the discoverie, and all the intercepted 
letters, and made a preface to be prefixed to the printed discoverie, and a directorie for understand-
ing the borrowed and counterfooted names,” as Calderwood writes.65 Davidson selected judi-
ciously, incorporating the most damning content: 13 letters Ker was carrying and two of the 1589 
letters were not printed.66 There was a roughly five-month period between when the last group of 
letters were discovered (in late December 1592) and when they were printed, in late May or early 
June 1593—certainly before June 21, when Ker escaped from prison (he is mentioned on the title 
page and in the preface as imprisoned), and after the order to print from the Presbytery of Edin-
burgh on May 15.67  
As a concession to the Kirk and to England, the book was published chiefly to castigate 
the as-of-yet unpunished Catholic earls—“to prevent the farther danger, by assisting the execu-
tioun of Justice upon the rest of the detected traitors without respect of persones,” as Davidson 
writes in the preface.68 Indeed, the inclusion of the four-year-old 1589 letters was crucial to impli-
cate the earls: “the letters of 1589 give the presumptive evidence, the colour and force, which are 
rather wanting in the letters and blanks of the later conspiracy,” writes T. G. Law.69 The purpose 
of the publication was clear enough in one contemporary report sympathetic to Catholics, identi-
fying the Kirk as behind the appearance of Discoverie and implying Burghley used the plot to 
insist on harsher anti-Catholic measures in Scotland: “The ministers at once printed these [1592] 
letters, and many others, from the duke of Parma, &c., which they had previously seized [in 1589]; 
and called the book ‘Discovery of the treasons of the Scots papists,’ for the purpose of making the 
Catholics hated. They also caused the King to proclaim them traitors, and by the advice of lord 
treasurer Cecil, they passed a law making it high treason to have mass performed, or to harbour a 
priest.”70 It is little surprise that the book came out soon after in England as A Discoverie of the 
Unnatural and Traiterous Conspiracie of Scottish Papists … First Printed and Published in Scot-
land (1593 / 14938). It was entered in the Stationers’ Register on June 26.71 None of the subtitle 
or preface was changed in the London edition—Ker was still indicated as imprisoned even though 
he had escaped from prison on June 21 (and was still free in October). 
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As with Mary’s casket letters, there was significant delay in the printing some of these 
letters—four years in the case of the 1589 epistles. The evidence of intercepted letters presented 
in the publication was built up over the course of two separate interceptions, letters from different 
contexts yoked together to structure a specific narrative with specific motivations. Moreover, be-
cause no publication resulted from the first interception, the printing of the intercepted letters was 
not intended generic or broadcast anti-Catholic propaganda, but was rather a consequence of pres-
sure mounting on James to deal with those individuals suspected of conspiring with Catholic pow-
ers. In his introduction to the letters, Davidson specifically incorporates the language of duplicity 
exposed by way of providential discovery—that God is “the onely revealer of these secreits”—
both to stress that the letter writers’ genuine motives were laid bare and to impart divine sanction 
to this religious propaganda. 
Catholic polemicists also exploited intercepted letters in pamphlet propaganda in English. 
One of these letters is in An Advertisement Written to a Secretarie of My L. Treasurers of Ingland, 
by an Inglishe Intelligencer … Also … a Letter Written by the L. Treasurer in Defence of His 
Gentrie, and Nobility, Intercepted, Published, and Answered by the Papistes (Antwerp, 1592 / 
19885), likely printed sometime in August.72 Although framed as intelligence, it is not in fact a 
report sent to a secretary of Burghley from abroad but a piece of polemic by Richard Verstegan, 
who takes the persona of an English spy and who writes an introductory letter to frame the subse-
quent summary he is sending—a digest in English of Robert Persons’s Responsio ad edictum (Ant-
werp, 1592), which is a reply to Elizabeth’s promulgation of 1591 to apprehend and punish Jesuits 
and priests. Responsio contains a letter by Burghley of January 1592 written to Michael Moody, a 
genuine English informant in Antwerp, in which Burghley justified his government’s policies and 
defended his ancestry. Moody had in fact received Burghley’s letter, but the letter was evidently 
stolen from Moody afterward, copied, and then returned, finding its way into Responsio in Latin 
translation where it is given in segments with Persons’s commentary on specific parts of the let-
ter.73 Though the role Verstegan takes in Advertisement is a fictional persona, the letter of Burghley 
printed as part of the pamphlet is authentic. 
While it was not intercepted in the customary way interception operates—that is, taken in 
transit—the letter is nevertheless designated as intercepted on the title page of Advertisement, a 
statement meant to emphasize the authenticity of the letter’s contents: that it is a genuine letter of 
Burghley. In taking the role of an English intelligencer in this book, Verstegan is in fact imperson-
ating Moody, the informant to whom the letter was written and from whom it was stolen. Moody 
deeply regretted the theft of the letter and was obliged to explain to William White at court that he 
was not in fact the “Inglishe Intelligencer” designated on the title page of Advertisement, that he 
“Has not purpesely allowed his name to be printed in that odious book, as an intelligencer, and as 
having received a letter from his Honour; his having done so would render him infamous wherever 
the religion of that book is professed.”74 Although he admitted to having received the letter (and 
that it was not intercepted en route), Moody defended himself from the accusation that he had 
anything to do with the publication. 
Burghley’s intercepted letter is mentioned in the framing news report as “A lettre of my L. 
Treasurers writte[n] with his owne hande.”75 In the summary of Persons’s Responsio that follows 
in Advertisement, Burghley’s letter is quoted in part and analyzed in some detail; Burghley’s ex-
planation of the edict is challenged, and his defense of his ancestry is mocked over several pages. 
On the subject of the latter, for instance, Burghley had written in his letter that “his howse is de-
scended of the very old Princes of Wales themselves” and that the name of Cecil was derived 
“fro[m] Cecilius the Romaine name, whereof theire were divers, but especially that famous rich 
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man named Caecilius Claudius”—all of which is called by Persons “an ambitious fiction of M. 
Cecill himself, and very ridiculous to all Inglish of the discreeter sort.”76 Edward Jones called 
Advertisement “a seditious vile book” and despite the attempt at suppression, it made its way into 
England in both print and manuscript form.77 Advertisement acted as potent counterpropaganda 
for Spain, which had been deeply troubled by Elizabeth’s proclamation.78 The letter was also 
meant to act as evidence that Burghley profited from the disenfranchisement of English Catholics 
and to demonstrate that he had intervened in the friendship between King Philip and Queen Eliz-
abeth as an evil counselor in what was called the Regnum Cecilianum.79 
Newes from Spayne and Holland … Written by a Gentleman Travelour Borne in the Low 
Countryes and Brought up from a Child in Ingland unto a Gentleman, His Frend and Oste in 
London (Antwerp, 1593 / 22994) by Robert Persons (and prepared by Verstegan), is another ex-
ample of Catholic religio-political propaganda in the guise of news.80 The pamphlet appeared 
sometime after September 1, the date given at the conclusion of the discourse. It includes an inter-
cepted letter from Sultan Murad III of Turkey to Queen Elizabeth that was put to propagandistic 
use in the publication. The intercepted letter was not contemporary since it dated from September 
1589 and had appeared in the German periodical Mercurius Gallobelgicus after it was inter-
cepted.81 William Camden writes that in 1593 there 
were set forth in Germany certaine scandalous Libles against Queene Elizabeth, as if she 
had excited the Turke to make warre upon Christendome, and the letters were divulged 
which she had sent unto the Turke, but most unfaithfully falsified and corrupted, very many 
things being added, and divers contumelious and calumnious matters falsly and maliciously 
feigned and devised…. [T]here passed no other thing betwixt the Turke and her, but that 
her Subjects might trade securely in his Empire.82 
  
Yet Elizabeth had, in fact, sought an alliance with the sultan against their common enemy Spain.83 
The presentation of ideological perspective in the guise of news is evident in the format of 
Newes from Spayne and Holland as the pamphlet was described by a correspondent writing to 
Robert Cecil: “in the preface the collector declares how, being at Amsterdam, were consorted 
thither certain travellers, some from Spain and Italy lately arrived, and upon occasion of talk, ques-
tion being asked ‘What news in Spain?’ the Spanish traveller openeth his bosom and draweth 
certain papers of all that he had collected at his being in Spain.”84 Hence, the “Gentleman trave-
lour” who is reporting to his friend and host in England refers in a portion of his news report to 
England’s “ope[n] dealing with the Turke[,] the publique enemye of al christian professio[n] … 
by a playne letter written by the Turk himselfe about three or fower yeares agone, to the Queene 
about this matter soone after the defeat of the spanish Armada, which letter [was] intercepted in 
Germany & printed ther both in the Latin & germane tonges.”85 The letter from Murad to Elizabeth 
follows, in turn followed by detailed observations. As in Advertisement, the 1591 proclamation 
against Jesuits and priests is engineered to serve as the context of the letter in Newes from Spayne 
and Holland: “Lord Burley semed to bragg in his proclamation [of 1591] of the most quiet state 
and gover[n]ment of your common wealth for 33. yeares togeather, while other common wealthes 
rounde about you have lyved in broyles”; yet the intercepted letter demonstrates “the great hatred 
& obloquie which your country is in for styrring warres and rebellions on every side.”86 The letter 
reveals the hypocrisy of Burghley and England, as the author asks rhetorically: “who would have 
thought when Ingla[n]d uppo[n] pretence of purer serving of Christ, did first seperate it selfe in 
religio[n] fro[m] the rest of Christian kingdomes, that it would have come in so few yeares, to that 
passe, as to make recourse to Christes open enemye & persecutor, & that agaynst Christians?” 
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More potently, however, it condemns them as heretics by their desire to “put into Christes enemyes 
handes, so many millions of [King Philip’s] subjects as are in Spayne … and to put in hazard al 
Christendome besides.”87 The 1589 letter is maneuvered to bear on a much later, though specific 
event: the 1591 proclamation against Jesuits and priests. This intercepted letter, one offering a 
peek into secret negotiations of state, was inserted into this context to demonstrate proof of Eliza-
beth as an adversary of Christianity itself. Moreover, as with Advertisement, framing the inter-
cepted letter as news in Newes from Spayne and Holland invites one to see it as disinterested 
reportage rather than as ideologically loaded propaganda. 
Although the number of discovered and intercepted letters published as propaganda during 
Elizabeth’s reign was small, the majority of those that were printed were done so belatedly: the 
casket letters, the Scottish-Catholic earls’ letters, and Murad’s letter to Elizabeth were each four 
years old by the time they were employed as propaganda, while Mary’s letter to Babington waited 
roughly seven months for publication after it was intercepted. Moreover, all of these letters were 
meant to document: some of the letters were intended to document forensically, that is, as legal 
evidence, as those in Detection and Defence. Other intercepted letters, like those of Burghley, the 
earls, and Murad’s to Elizabeth were intended to document malfeasance, treason, and heresy re-
spectively, but not to act as legal or even as quasi-legal evidence; Burghley, Murad, and the earls 
were not put on trial, yet their letters were meant to document nonetheless. On the other hand, 
some of these pamphlets can be distinguished from one another based on the timing of publication: 
whereas the discovered casket letters published beginning in 1571 were printed with governmental 
connivance in advance of the duke of Norfolk’s trial to disparage Mary in the public eye, the 
intercepted letters of Babington and Mary were printed under governmental auspices after Mary’s 
execution in order to justify it, while the Scottish Catholic earls’ letters published in Discoverie 





A number of intercepted letters found their way into the 1598–1600 edition of Richard Hakluyt’s 
The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and Discoveries of the English Nation (12626, 
12626a). The largest cluster consists of 12 letters taken by English privateer John Watts, probably 
brought back to England in March 1591.88 D. B. Quinn speculates that these letters could have 
been given to Hakluyt directly by those who had captured the Spanish vessels, but it seems more 
likely (as Quinn also proposes) that Hakluyt received them from a government official after they 
were examined for intelligence.89 Among the letter writers are the governor of Havana, the bishop 
of Mechuacan, and a Spanish soldier, writing from locales including Peru, Cuba, Panama, and 
Mexico. The letters were published in 1600 in Book 3 of Principal Navigations in order for 
Hakluyt to encourage English Protestant patriotism. 
As with other content included in Principal Navigations, these intercepted letters have little 
to do with navigation, trade, or exploration.90 The Spanish correspondents write to request slaves, 
money, and other resources; express concerns about defense and military matters; and report the 
scarcity of commodities. However, like his inclusion of accounts of naval battles in Principal Nav-
igations, Hakluyt incorporated these intercepted letters to serve a related nationalistic purpose. 
Indeed, between the first 1589 and second 1598–1600 edition of Principal Navigations, England 
had become a maritime power equal to Spain.91 This fact is explicitly registered in the 1598–1600 
Principal Navigations and is expressed precisely in the acquisition of “Certaine Spanish Letters 
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intercepted by shippes of the worshipfull Master John Wattes written from diverse places of the 
islandes and of the maine land as well of Nueva Espanna, as of Tierra Firma and Peru, containing 
many secrets touching the aforesaid countreys” as the heading to these 12 letters in part reads.92 
England and Englishmen as Spain’s enemy are mentioned a number of times in these in-
tercepted letters. The English are intermittently referred to as adversaries to assail, but the majority 
of the references are to the English as the assailants. For instance, John Lopez Canavate writes of 
“the audacious Englishmen being without all shame [who] are not afraid to come and dare us at 
our owne doors,” while Don John de Miramontes Suasola writes “newes of the enemy, which is 
comming upon the coast … certeine Englishmen of war comming thither” in referring to John 
Chidley’s fleet; the bishop of Mechuacan mentions a fort constructed to defend against the invad-
ing English, Suasola reports that “English rovers” are pestering the coast of Peru, and Hieronymo 
de Nabares relates that there is an “extreme feare of the Englishmen our enemies, that the like was 
never seene or heard of: for in seeing a saile, presently here are alarmes in all the countrey.”93 The 
marginal annotations to the intercepted letters are equally revealing and provide reinforcement to 
what the Spanish are writing in their letters about the English. The events referred to and English-
men alluded to in the letters are clarified, but more often episodes and attacks are accentuated: 
“The Englishmen extremely feared in Peru” reads one annotation, while “The boldnes of the Eng-
lish” is twice added as an annotation to other letters.94 Of course Hakluyt included a great number 
of various types of letters to compose his Principal Navigations, but the inclusion of expressly 
intercepted letters imparts a brand of objective authentication to declarations of English power, as 
the letters from Spaniards detailing English seafaring serve as compelling statements of English 
maritime prominence.95  
Hakluyt’s strategy has broader implications, however, since “England, Hakluyt implies, 
will be God’s instrument in breaking the bondage imposed by Spain on its subjects,” as David 
Harris Sacks puts it.96 In other words, Hakluyt’s use of letters intercepted from Catholic Spain 
alerts us to a dimension of Hakluyt’s nationalism besides his declaration of England’s maritime 
preeminence—that is, the truth of England’s Protestant faith. For instance, another set of inter-
cepted letters taken by George Popham in 1594, given in abstract, reports the circumstances of the 
Spaniards claiming the “wonderfull riches in … [Nuevo] Dorado … [where] golde … is in great 
abundance,” as described in one of these intercepted letters; and in another letter Rodrigo Caranza 
reports to King Philip specifically of the Christianizing process: 
 
frier Francis Carillo by the Interpretor, delivered him [the cacique] certain things of our 
holy Catholique faith, to all which he answered, that they understood him well and would 
become Christians, and that with a very good will they should advance the crosse, in what 
part or place of the towne it pleased them…. Thereupon the said master of the campe tooke 
a great crosse, and set it on end towarde the East, and requested the whole campe to wit-
nesse it.97  
 
However, Hakluyt believed that Spain’s conversion of new world peoples was only a ploy to obtain 
their wealth: the Spanish and Portuguese “pretending in glorious words that they made their dis-
coveries chiefly to convert infidels to our most holy faith (as they say), in deed and truth sought 
not them but their goods and riches.”98 Therefore, to Hakluyt, the intercepted letters taken by Pop-
ham give documentary evidence of the falsehood (and hypocrisy) of Spanish religious pretensions; 
indeed, the letters are evidence of Spain’s attempt to perpetuate the dominion of the anti-Christ 
and so buttress Hakluyt’s broader thesis of Spanish imperial and religious tyranny.99 
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The act of printing these intercepted letters also allows Hakluyt to reveal secret matter, 
sincere intentions, and bona fide motives. Without a doubt, Hakluyt acknowledges the utility of 
printing secret information, expressly that taken from Spain, in prefacing Principal Navigations: 
“I have used the uttermost of my best endeavour, to get, and having gotten, to translate out of 
Spanish, and here in this present volume to publish such secrets of theirs, as may any way availe 
us or annoy them, if they drive and urge us by their sullen insolencies, to continue our courses of 
hostilitie against them.”100 Recall that the heading of the 12 intercepted letters taken in 1591 indi-
cates that they contain “many secrets touching the aforesaid countreys” (my italics). In other 
words, Hakluyt’s printing of Spanish secrets in the form of intercepted letters is precisely part of 




Among the largest self-standing collections of intercepted letters printed during the period under 
consideration are Newes from Antwerp, the 10 Day of August, 1580. Contayning … Sundrie Late 
Intercepted Letters (1580 / 692), containing nine letters; and Letters Conteyning Sundry Devices 
… by Card. Grenvelle and Others (1582 / 19768), containing nineteen letters.  Unlike the other 
large collection, Discoverie of the Unnaturall and Traiterous Conspiracie of Scottisch Papists, 
however, these were not published as a species of propaganda meant to support a specific religious 
or political agenda; rather, they were intended simply as news reportage. 
The full title of Newes from Antwerp indicates that it contains “a speciall view of the pre-
sent affayres of the lowe countreyes: revealed and brought to lyght by sundrie late intercepted 
letters….  Translated into English … according to the originall copie printed at Antwerp by Wil-
liam Riviere.” It was printed by John Charlewood, who entered it in the Stationers’ Register on 
August 4, 1580.101 It contains letters from correspondents such as Frédéric d’Yve (abbot of 
Marolles) and Gaspar Schetz writing to correspondents Cardinal Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle 
and King Philip II of Spain. All but one of the letters are dated in the last half of June 1580. The 
entirety of Newes from Antwerp is in fact a faithful translation of Lettres Interceptes de Quelques 
Patriots Masqués (Antwerp, 1580) including the prefatory matter and the extensive marginal an-
notations that occur throughout. The subtitle of the English translation indicates that it was printed 
by Guillaume de la Riviere, but the pamphlet in fact derives from the print house of Christopher 
Plantin.102 
Lettres Interceptes de Quelques Patriots Masqués was printed in Antwerp in the interests 
of the Dutch rebels and the Calvinist cause. The author of the preface and marginal annotations 
may be Jean-François le Petit, former court clerk of Béthune, who became a Calvinist and went to 
Antwerp where he entered the service of the Prince of Orange.103 Whoever wrote the preface and 
marginalia composed condemnatory, sometimes sarcastic text that is fiercely anti-Spanish, anti-
Catholic, and anticlerical. Generally, the pamphlet despairs of the possibility of a United Provinces 
and the hopelessness of peace with Spain. Specifically, the pamphlet indicts as traitors d’Yve and 
Schetz, individuals who took part in the Cologne conference of 1579 as ambassadors of the States-
General to negotiate peace.104 Because there is no direct reference to England or English involve-
ment in the Low Countries in the preface, in the marginal annotations, or in the intercepted letters 
themselves, it seems that the English translation of this pamphlet as Newes from Antwerp was 
published simply as straightforward reportage rather than as the ideologically charged polemic it 
was when published originally in Antwerp as Lettres Interceptes de Quelques Patriots Masqués. 
Indeed, the main title of the English translation—Newes from Antwerp, the 10 Day of August, 
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1580—frames the pamphlet in the context of news, particularly foreign news of the Dutch revolt 
popular in England during this decade.105 
Letters Conteyning Sundry Devices, printed by Thomas Dawson for Thomas Charde, a 
similar collection of intercepted foreign letters of state printed two years later, is, like Newes from 
Antwerp, a translation of a foreign publication as stated on the title page (“Lately Intercepted and 
Published”)—in this case of Lettres Interceptes du Cardinal de Granvelle et Autres (Antwerp, 
1582) also printed by Christopher Plantin.106 Of the nineteen letters in Letters Conteyning Sundry 
Devices, eleven are by Granvelle. They are all from April 1582. 
On July 12, 1582, English informant William Herle wrote to Walsingham from Antwerp, 
“I do send yow … a booke newlye ymprynted of lres intercepted, ytt may plese your honor to take 
theme in good part, as yow be wont to do.”107 It is almost certain that the collection of printed 
intercepted letters Herle sent to Walsingham was Lettres Interceptes du Cardinal de Granvelle et 
Autres, as it appears to be the only collection of intercepted letters printed in Antwerp during 
1582.108 What is unclear, however, is if Walsingham authorized the translation and had the collec-
tion printed in England. Christopher Barker—the queen’s printer and a client of Walsingham who 
did other printing for Walsingham—did not print it; neither did John Wolfe, who published similar 
sorts of material for Burghley during the 1580s.109 Hence, although we can trace a line of trans-
mission of these printed intercepted letters from Antwerp to a member of the Privy Council, there 
is no conclusive evidence that the government initiated the publication of the translation of the 
intercepted letters. It is more likely that industrious printers and booksellers like Dawson and 
Charde were capitalizing on popular interest in news of the Dutch revolt—as Charlewood did with 
Newes from Antwerp. No preface, no marginalia, no concluding remarks were added to Letters 
Conteyning Sundry Devices to highlight English political or religious interests, which suggests that 
the translation of the intercepted letters was to present them as news rather than as unofficial prop-
aganda. 
There is little doubt that both Lettres Interceptes de Quelques Patriots Masqués and Lettres 
Interceptes du Cardinal de Granvelle et Autres were meant to have ideological impact in their 
country of origin. These two pamphlets may have had the ideological impact in England that they 
had in the Low Countries, but the express purpose of publishing either of the pamphlets in England 
was not as propaganda. It is instructive to understand that the largest collections of intercepted 
letters published in England during the time were not ordered into print by the government, which 
indicates that Elizabeth’s administration simply did not envision the printing of foreign intercepted 
letters as propaganda insofar as they sought to publish or even supported their publication. The 
State Papers, in fact, records many, many instances of foreign letters that had been intercepted and 
passed onto the queen and members of her Privy Council, but these were never printed; one such 
interception in France in 1581 as reported to Secretaries Walsingham and Thomas Wilson, for 
instance, included letters written by Granvelle, but these were never printed by the government.110 
One of the reasons no doubt was because publishing these sorts of letters—sometimes state letters 
dealing with sensitive issues—would allow the public too much insight into English politics and 
foreign policy: what King James I later complained of as trespasses against the arcana imperii. 
This explains why—with but a single exception—no self-standing collections of foreign or do-
mestic intercepted letters were printed as pamphlets in England during the reign of James I or 
during the reign of Charles I up to 1640.111 On the other hand, the intercepted and discovered 
letters of Mary, Queen of Scots—a monarch—do not appear to fall within the purview of arcana 
imperii precisely because of Mary’s threat to Elizabeth’s reign. The English government therefore 
mobilized a queen’s letters to serve as propaganda by printing them.  
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Unlike the civil war publication practices of the English Parliament, which undertook a 
pervasive, ongoing regime of printing the intercepted, captured, and discovered letters of its ene-
mies, publication during Elizabeth’s reign was on a strictly contingent basis. Furthermore, com-
ments and observations that so often frame publications of intercepted and discovered letters 
printed after 1640—detailed discussion of the processes by which letters were intercepted or dis-
covered, and analyses underscoring the meaning of discovered and intercepted letters—are few in 
the books and pamphlets I examine in this paper; that is, there is little detailed commentary on the 
fact that these sorts of letters take secret paths, expose treachery, and energize conspiracy. These 
meanings are implied, even touched upon, but methodical explorations of the complex ways 
through which discovered and intercepted letters could be exploited in print would not occur in 
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